
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL sound of Music 

"The Sound of Music": Fact or Fiction 

More Facts about the Real von Trapp Family 
When The Sound of Music debuted on cinema screens in April 1965, audiences fell hard and in 
huge numbers for the joyous celebration of music, dance, patriotism and familial and romantic 
love, propelling it to become one of the world's most beloved movie musicals and turn ing the 
story of the von Trapp family into lore. 

Like many true stories filtered through Hollywood's often overly sentimental lens, The Sound of 
Music on-screen differs signifi cantly from the true tale of Mar@, the novice nun who takes a job 
as a governess in the Austrian household of the von Trapps, only to find herself fall ing in love 
with widower and retired naval captain Georg von Trapp and his seven children. 

To use lyrics from "Do-Re-Mi," when it comes to alterations and omissions contained in the 
movie version of The Sound of Music, "let's start at the very beginning." 

The reol Morio described herself os 'horrid' 

Marja Augusta Kutschera was born in 1905 and after being orphaned at a young age, was 
reportedly sent to live with an abusive uncle. She attended teachers' college where she 
discovered religion and converted to Catholicism before becoming a candidate for the novitiate 
in Salzburg. Portrayed on film by Andrews as demure and self-effacing, the real Maria was in 
fact a real problem while at the convent. describing herself as "horrid, the worst you can 
imagine," in a 1980 article which includes a list of transgressions such as breaking china, 
speaking during periods of silence, running in the courtyard, whistling Gregorian chants and 
climbing on the convent roof. 

The nomes of the von Tropp children - ond omount - were chonged in the movie 

In 1926 Maria was sent from the convent to tutor only one of Captain von Trapp's seven 
children from his first marriage. Georg's second eldest daughter, Maria, had contracted scarlet 
fever - the same disease that took his first wife's life four years prior - and could no longer 

travel the distance to and from school. 

Most readers by now have questioned the name of Georg's daughter listed above. It's no 
surprise the name is not familiar as one of the children's, in fact. all the names and sexes of the 
seven von Trapp children represented in the movie were changed. The real von Trapp children 
were (in age descending order) Rupert, Agathe, Maria, Werner, Hedwig, Johanna and Martina. 

on screen Rupert became Lies!, a 16 going on 17-year-old girl. In real life, by the t ime the family 
fled Austria, Rupert was in his late twenties and a pract icing physician. 

Even the number of children was not correct in the movie. When the von Trapps escaped 
Austria there were in fact nine children: seven from Georg's first marriage and two from his 
marriage to Maria, Rosmarie and Eleonore. The tenth child. Johannes, was born in America in 1939. 

The reol family wosn't os weolthy as portrayed on screen 

Though money did not appear to be of concern to the family depicted in the movie, in real life 
the fortunes of the von Trapp family had faltered during the global depression of the early 
1930s to the extent that at the time the film is set. most of the household servants had been 
dismissed and the family had begun taking in boarders. The lack of funds also prompted the 
family to consider turning their love of singing together into a profession. "It almost hurt (my 
father] to have his family on stage, not from a snobbish view, but more from a protective one," 
Eleonore is quoted as saying in a 1978 Washington Post interview. 


